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arno meets clark in paris, who reveals that they were always in league with abstergo and is trying to save arno from the assassins, who want to kill him as he is the only one who knows where the artifacts are. he tells arno to tell hamilton not to follow
him. clark advises him to take the train, but arno is hesitant to go back to the animus of the abstergo entertainment helix console. arno leaves the station and watches as the boat the pirate is on explodes, killing the pirate. clark then reveals that he saw
a tiger in the room as arno was in the animus, which is why he wants arno to go to the boat. arno is then caught by abstergo security, but manages to free himself and runs into the steam train, finding hamilton. arno and hamilton are separated when he
falls. the following is an interview of michael and robin dunne discussing the roles of michael and robin. robin said robin has a twin brother called robin which is unlikely to happen, robin has a twin sister called susan who is a doctor which is more likely
to happen. [18] robin stated he had three children when they were younger. his children's birth years are about 1990, 1991, and 1992. [19] robin said he met michael at the same time as his brother tim and his sister john. robin had different opinions

and beliefs about michael than his brother. michael also stated he is michael's favorite brother. [20] robin said the brothers started off as working class before working in the film business. michael said the brothers' career was hard at first, but
eventually it worked out. robin said he and michael have been working together since the film industry started growing. robin said one of their big roles is having a big deal, he and michael are always negotiating. robin stated it is their job to be able to

say no, to be able to close deals and be successful business partners. [21]
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quartieri centrale was the
headquarters of the templars

until 9/11 occurred. the
exterior of quartieri centrale

is based on the first world war
[15] , during the meeting the
player would be able to look
up to the right-hand tower,

which used to be a
watchtower, now it is turned
into a observation deck. as

one enters the courtyard, one
can find hidden templar

symbols, which will lead to
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the rooftop. the rooftop is the
old templar torture chamber.

there are several ways to
complete the game, players
can either complete it with
the main story line, or they

can play the side story
missions. there are six fully

completed side story
missions, each one takes

place in a different historical
time of france. in the main
storyline, there are twenty

one unique areas, all of which
can be explored in the main
storyline. the main storyline
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includes different historical
time periods such as the paris
poque of the belle poque, the

second world war, and the
renaissance. the side story is
divided into three different

time periods, the ancien
regime, the french revolution,

and the revolution's
aftermath. the two periods
are split into 12 hours each,

the first four hours is an
easter egg, which allows the
player to go back to the start
of the game. [21] there are
several differences between
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the story in the main storyline
and the story in the side

missions. the main storyline
has an improved combat

system and it is much more
detailed, in the side missions

the player can do several
things such as explore areas,
free prisoners, assassinate
several targets, and escort
people to safety. [22] these

side missions also have more
difficulty than the main

storyline. there is a small
group of a few guards that

can be used in the side
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